
 

OSPREY FALCON 
The Osprey Falcon Class, Commercial Rigid Inflatables 
are a range of boats that are custom built and outfitted 
to suit customer applications. Built to conform to DOT 
standards, the Falcon range have proved themselves in 
the rough commercial market, where they are used for 
Oil Rig Support, Offshore and Inshore Rescue, Stealth 
and Surveillance and Fast Assault craft. 

Each Falcon is built to the most stringent specifications 
and has been tested and monitored in the rigorous, open 
sea test with hull performances scrutinised b 
experienced personnel, adept at driving RIBS hard in the 
most punishing conditions. The high sheer, deep V hulls 
are direct result from this testing with our designers 
perfecting a shape that provides a dry, comfortable and stable ride, eliminating the tendency to either nose dive or 
porpoise unduly. 

The Falcon Class range of commercial RIBs shouldn’t be confused with craft that have been adapted from standard 
sports RIB designs. They are rugged, powerful performers used by professional crews, who expect their boats to 
excel, in even the most testing of weather conditions. 

Each craft in the Falcon range shares the Osprey unique high sheer, deep V hull and under floor lattice work of 
longitudinal stringers and stiffeners, making up several box sections which forms the Falcons incredible strength. 
 
Technical Specifications 

PRODUCT LINE  FALCON 

MODEL 6.6 8.0 9.5 

OVERALL LENGTH  6.6 m  8.0 m  9.5 m  

OVERALL BEAM  2.6 m  3.0 m  3.0 m  

DRY WEIGHT  650 kg  1160 kg  1550 kg  

CAPACITY: PERSONS  15 16 20 

CAPACITY: WEIGHT  1800 kg  3300 kg  3500 kg 

MAX ENGINE RANGE: OUTBOARD  
 

230 pk or  
2 x 115 pk  

500 pk or  
2 x 225 pk  

600 pk or  
2 x 250 pk  

MAX ENGINE RANGE: INBOARD  
 

230 pk  
- 

500 pk  
2 x 220 pk  

600 pk  
2 x 250 pk  

TUBE CHAMBERS  5 7 9 

CE CATEGORY  C B B 

BOW soft soft soft 
      For possible configurations: see pricelist. 

 

DEEP V-LINE 
FALCON 

 
 


